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SERVICE ABOVE SELF

IT’S HERE!
OUR SANIBEL-CAPTIVA ROTARY
ARTS & CRAFTS FAIR WEEKEND IS HERE
SO, DON YOUR RED HAT AND SHIRT, ROLL
UP YOUR SLEEVES, AND REPORT FOR DUTY.
CHECKOUT YOUR SHIFT ASSIGNMENT
DATE AND TIME WITH JACK ALEXANDER
SUMMER
IN THE
COLORADO
MOUNTAINS

RAFFLE
TICKETS
ARE
NOW
ON SALE.
THIS
RAFFLE
HAS THE
POTENTIAL
TO RAISE
$10,000

FOR
ROTARY’S
END
POLIO
NOW
CAMPAIGN
AND
CROW.
SANIBEL

Club Song
DISTRICT #6960
Giver of all things good, We Thank you for this food, With one accord
GOVERNOR 2013-2014
Lead us we humbly pray, Onward in Rotary's way
Tim Milligan
Of service day by day, Most Gracious Lord
“Make a World of Difference” (Tune of My Country Tis of Thee)

THE VERDICT IS IN
Recently our
speaker series
committee
invited Todd
Logan the
playwright of
Defamation to
speak to us
about this
extremely
thoughtprovoking play being presented on-stage at the
BIG ARTS Herb Strauss Theater, Sanibel. Todd
said, “That this play was not one that he intended
to write but that a personal experience brought
his attention to the differences in the way people
look at the world”. This got him thinking about
his own preconceived ideas about many things in
general; class, religion, gender, where people
lived, and a plethora of other influences on his
unconscious thought processes. This was the seed
from which grew this amazing play. Preconceived
notions of race, class, ethnicity, and religion can
color our observations of the world around us.
The ideas we carry around with us are not always
actual truths. All of us are guilty of some form of
prejudice.
The play Defamation is presented as a courtroom
drama; an African American woman is suing a
Jewish real estate developer for Defamation of
Character. That premise alone can stimulate preconceived thought activity toward one side or the
other in this case. That is exactly what Todd
wants to examine. Todd said, “Watching the testimony in this case and observing the lawyers questioning the witnesses is like a tennis match…point
one side and point other side”. What is the actual
truth and what is the perceived truth and why?
The twist is that the audience is sitting as the jury
and they will be voting on the verdict. After the
verdict is rendered the audience gets a chance to
engage with the playwright and actors in a discussion about the play and why this verdict may have
been reached. Sounds like a great evening of theater to me, so buy your tickets now. After the
Picture by Joel Ospa

Arts and Crafts Fair, Rotary will be planning a
social evening at the theater to see Defamation.
Why not do the same with your friends?
recently our speaker series committee invited
Todd Logan the playwright of Defamation to
speak to us about this extremely thought-provoking play being presented on-stage at the BIG
ARTS Herb Straus Theater, Sanibel. Todd said,
“That this play was not one that he intended to
write but that a personal experience brought his
attention to the differences in the way people look
at the world”. Actually, the way he looked at the
world. This got him thinking about his own preconceived ideas about many things in general;
class, religion, gender, where people lived, and a
plethora of other influences on his unconscious
thought processes. This was the seed from which
grew this amazing play. Preconceived notions of
race, class, ethnicity, and religion can color our
observations of the world around us. The ideas
we carry around with us are not always actual
truths. All of us are guilty of some form of prejudice and our personal truths can be slightly segued.
The play Defamation is presented as a courtroom
drama; an African American woman is suing a
Jewish real estate developer for Defamation of
Character. That premise alone can stimulate preconceived thought activity toward one side or the
other in this case. That is exactly what Todd
wants to examine. Todd said, “Watching the testimony in this case and observing the lawyers questioning the witnesses is like a tennis match…point
one side and point other side”. What is the actual
truth and what is the perceived truth and why?
The twist is that the audience is sitting as the jury
and they will be voting on the verdict. After the
verdict is rendered the audience gets a chance to
engage with the playwright and actors in a discussion about the play and why this verdict may have
been reached. Sounds like a great evening of theater to me, after the Arts and Crafts Fair, Rotary
will be planning a social evening at the theater to
see Defamation.

SPEAKER CORNER: CLUB RECEIVES RECOGNITION:
2/21

Judge Larry Piersol
US Appellate Court Judge

2/28

Duke Barron

Feb. Recruiter...Jim Lavelle

At a recent Rotary District 6960 meeting this month for
Rotary Club Presidents, Sanibel-Captiva Rotary received
accolades for our outstanding classical concert held to benefit
Gift of Life, Florida. Estimated amount raised from this
Concert is $10,000. Thanks again...Chet!

